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To learn new skills and advance the ones have already obtained, while 
contributing to the growth of a new company.

JUNE 1998 – 2020
ASST. MEAT ASSOCIATE - WAL MART

 Assists customers, date and prepare meat.
 Works pallets and put frozen and cooler products away.
 Helps to keep the department running smoothly by making sure things are 

organized and dated and worked in a timely manner, helping customers find 
products not just in the meat department but all over the store.

 Preforms leadership duties when the department manager was out on medical 
leave.

 Helps to train people not just in the meat department but in other parts of the 
store.

 Performs varying manual, repetitive tasks to remove organs and parts from 
slaughtered turkeys.

 Performs repetitive tasks with assistance of tools, such as knives and scissors

1993 – 1998
MEAT ASSOCIATE - DELTA CORPORATION

 Customer service, cleaning and stocking.
 Conducted inventory on freight, cleaned meat department, cleaned seafood 

department, handled customer complaints, handled customer problems, and .
 Waston Engineering.
 Meat Clerk Stocking meat case, keeping it full, clean and sanitary Lifting, pulling

and unpacking heavy freight 25lbs - 80lbs repeatedly throughout .
 Consults with customers about meat department products, while demonstrating

detailed meat and store knowledge.
 Promotes meat sales and store prices.
 Butcher responsibilities include operating machinery and heavy equipment, 

temperature gauging, department sanitation, and ensuring meat quality and .

EDUCATION

Bachelor's- 1985(Midstate technical college - Wisconsin Rapids, WI)
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SKILLS

Inventory management, customer service, back room processing, sales.
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